Review! Arise! Be RESTORED and OVERCOME!
Key Prophecy - "There is A Wind!"
Don't Miss Dutch Sheets Tonight!
DEAR OVERCOMERS:
Happy New Year! We are here at the office getting ready for tonight! I have spent the last four
days reading each note, looking at each wonderful card, and even reviewing the cards of comfort
sent on behalf of Bernice Croix, Mama, ending her life here and going to be in the full Presence
of the Lord. Each of you ministered to Pam, me, and the staff with comfort, imparting joy, and
sending revelation. Some of your dreams are so interesting as we enter the year ahead!
Watch Last Night! After an incredible International Worship time led by James Vincent and
Team last night, and Cindy and Mike Jacob’s Turnaround Blowout, I went home to a quiet
night. Pam and I chose our Read Through the Bible Plan and then I waited for midnight and
declared “TURNAROUND”!!!! If you did not watch our International Night of Worship and
Turnaround Service, find time to do so! We had five languages in worship! This replay will go
through Tuesday, January 6.
***Stop and remember your favorite moment of the last year. Then remember the moment
that you thought, ‘I just can’t deal with this situation’! Then praise and thank God for
both!!!! Ask Him to heal and restore you over any wounds! Receive and release
forgiveness. As He inhabits the praise that you are releasing, rise up with new strength and
vision!
NOW LET’S BE RESTORED FOR THE FUTURE! After Death … Arise and Finish
Strong! I am sure many of you were impacted greatly by our Celebration Service on Sunday
morning when Keith Pierce shared on “After Death … Arise and Finish Strong!” If you were
not able to join us, you can still watch the webcast replay through the end of the week. Keith is a
person who knows and imparts grace.
During worship, the Spirit of God began to move powerfully. Acijam Otxoa released a tongues
message and then Barbara Wentroble joined me in interpreting:
“Your feet will walk in a different direction this year. For even though you felt shaking
ground last season, now you will walk on ground that is being solidified. There will be many
on your path that will flee from the anointing that is now rising up in you, from your feet. I will
shod your feet with peace, in a new way. Then the enemies that have tried to get on your
highway will move out of the way. For many enemies have stepped onto the highway that you’re
walking, but because you stood in the shaking, now the wind of My Spirit will clear your path
ahead (Isaiah 35).”

“I do have a fresh wind of My Spirit that is blowing, for I am coming with My breath in a new
way. As in the beginning when I breathed breath into that first man, and he was able to rise up
as a living soul, I am coming with a fresh breath for you. Even as it was in the Valley of Dry
Bones, when I breathed breath into those dry bones, and I caused them to rise up in a new way
and become a mighty army, I am breathing My breath into a corporate man in the earth, in this
hour. No longer will it just be one person with the Breath of God, but a mighty army. A
corporate man in the earth is arising with fresh breath.
“Even in this hour I am coming with a breath of God into lungs that have not been able to
breathe. I am coming into My people in a new way. The healing breath of the Lord is rising up,
and to those that the doctors have said, ‘There’s no cure for you,’ I say My breath is stronger
than the report of the doctors. I am coming with fresh breath. So rise up in the strength of the
Lord and let the breath of God come into you, and see what I am going to do.
“This breath is going to give voice to My people, in this hour. Where the enemy has come to
stop the voice of My people, I am going to cause a voice to be released that will stop the power
of the enemy. So let the breath of God come! Let the breath of God heal! Let the breath of God
restore! For My breath is flowing in a new way, in this season.”
“My wind will be like a vacuum, and I will suck out of you those things that you thought you
could have never have been delivered from. The wind of My Spirit will both suck and remove,
and then refill how you need to be filled, to create the identity that I have for you in the
future. This is My day where M’Kaddesh, the Sanctifier, will come. This is My day where
Tsidkenu, the Righteous One, will rise within you. Know that there will be a moment when you
feel like your breath has been sucked away, but it’s because I have pulled out things that you
thought could never be removed. Then you will feel a breath come in that will fill you in a way
that you will become buoyant with faith, in days ahead.”
This also reminded me of a prophetic word given on March 30, 2014:
“This is not the same as you’ve seen in the past. This is not the same as what you’ve asked for in
other seasons. This is a different glory, a glory change that I’m bringing into the land! You
will shudder at the changes that are on the way in your land, and in other lands and with other
people! For this is a time that the blood that runs deep will now be sanctified. This is a time
that My Spirit will go deeper than I have gone in the past. For this is a time of birthing what is
new, but yet bringing forth that which is old, and treasures will erupt! Treasures will erupt!
Treasures will erupt! I will bring forth what has not been seen, and I will cause your gifts to
come alive in ways they’ve never come alive. You will feel the shuddering birthing pains within
you, and from that you will bring to birth the change that is necessary for you to enter into this
season.
“So know this: dragons are on the move, and even the “great dragon” is now mounting
up. Nations that will align are now aligning. So watch carefully and look deep into the
circumstances around you. For these are days of great change. Watch the signs on your road,

for your road is now changing. New opportunities are coming. Watch now, for I will realign
your path!”
In January, I will be traveling to many of the “dragon” nations in Asia. Please begin praying for
the Lord to order our steps, and that a new move of Glory is released all across Asia.
I want to encourage you to the listen to Josh Black’s, “Hear Your Call!” on the “Once More into
the Breach” CD. We must each review and reevaluate our call for the year ahead!
Join us for STARTING THE YEAR OFF RIGHT!

Starting the Year of Right is key for us all. If you can’t be with us here at the Global Spheres
Center, then we invite you to watch on the web. We have a wonderful team of ministers joining
us to help us stay one step ahead of the enemy in the year ahead, including Barbara Yoder, Curt
Landry, Daniel & Amber Pierce, David Hartmann, Dean Mitchum, Dutch Sheets, Emmanuel
Kure, Hartmut Sieper, James Vincent, Jay Swallow, Peter & Cathryn Nash, Peter Wagner,
Robert Heidler and Tim Carscadden. Let this be a time where you rise up and watch in a new
way!
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce
If you would like to give to the ongoing work of this ministry you can donate online, by calling
our office at 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231, or by postal mailing your donation to Glory of
Zion, PO Box 1601, Denton TX 76202.

Hear Your Call in a New Way!

Once More into the Breach features an incredible collection of songs written for now! From
the moving opening track and throughout this creative studio release, you will receive a call to
rise up and press into your covenant inheritance.
1. Once More Into the Breach - Jonathan Dickson, John Dickson
2. Be Still - LeAnn Squier
3. Psalm 22 - James Vincent, Tobias Lyons
4. There's a Light Up Ahead - Isaac Pierce, Justin Rana
5. Hear Your Call - Joshua Black
6. Lord of Hosts - James Vincent
7. You Still Remain - Justin Rana
8. The Brightest Star - Isaac Pierce
9. Awaken - Tracey Liggett, Justin Rana, Tobias Lyons
10. The Last Word - Justin Rana
11. Final Declaration (Jesus Reigns) - James Vincent
Special: $12 (regularly $15) through January 15, 2015. Go to www.gloryofzion.org to order
today.

